With the growing popularity of 3D printing, different shape classes such as fibers and hair have been shown, driving research toward class-specific solutions. Among them, 3D trees are an important class, consisting of unique structures, characteristics and botanical features. Nevertheless, trees are an especially challenging case for 3D manufacturing. They typically consist of non-volumetric patch leaves, an extreme amount of small detail often below printable resolution and are often physically weak to be self-sustainable. We introduce a novel 3D tree printability method which optimizes trees through a set of geometry modifications for manufacturing purposes. Our key idea is to formulate tree modifications as a minimal constrained set which accounts for the visual appearance of the model and its structural soundness. To handle non-printable fine details, our method modifies the tree shape by gradually abstracting details of visible parts while reducing details of non-visible parts. To guarantee structural soundness and to increase strength and stability, our algorithm incorporates a physical analysis and adjusts the tree topology and geometry accordingly while adhering to allometric rules. Our results show a variety of tree species with different complexity that are physically sound and correctly printed within reasonable time. The printed trees are correct in terms of their allometry and of high visual quality, which makes them suitable for various applications in the realm of outdoor design, modeling and manufacturing.
Introduction
Recent years have seen a growing interest in 3D printing technologies, enabling the physical realization of a large variety of shape classes [LCH15] . In general, printability of a 3D model requires the model to be structurally sound, with geometric details that are larger than the printer's resolution and to be self-supported. This is especially challenging in the case of shapes that involve complex structures and fine details [EBGB14] . 3D trees are such an important shape class, they exhibit non-volumetric patches, an extreme amount of small details and often are physically too weak to be sustainable. Therefore, manufacturing 3D trees that are faithful to fine branching structures, dense foliage and allometric rules is a challenging problem.
Manufactured objects are typically fragile and often may not survive the printing process, cannot be handled and even collapse under their own weight. Recently, structure-aware techniques have been introduced in the context of 3D printing [P-WLSH13, ZPZ13, SU14], for handling physical phenomena such † lulin.linda@gmail.com as breakability, stress and fatigue-related collisions. In general, methods for strengthening geometric models tune the internal structures [WWY * 13, LSZ * 14, ZXW * 15, MHR * 16], or locally change weak parts [SVB * 12]. Nevertheless, due to the intricate tree structure, local adjustments may have a large impact, introducing global effects which are hard to control. Consequently, adjusting the tree structure through local analysis and edit operations seems a tedious and infeasible task. Additionally, trees may have a large surface-to-volume ratio due to thin structures and patches. This in turn limits operational space even further, as internal support structures and volumetric modifications become irrelevant.
We introduce a global tree optimization technique which adjusts tree models to conform with 3D manufacturing requirements. Our method balances between geometric complexity, physical soundness and visual perception in a conservative manner (Figure 1) . It searches for a minimal set of modifications which operate on the tree geometry and structure to increase its physical strength and resolve non-printable details while preserving its visual appearance. This defines a highly non-linear global minimization problem which we solve efficiently. Figure 1 : A maple tree (Acer) 3D printed using our optimization at several resolutions (left-right). Our algorithm preserved their visual appearance while generating structurally sound tree structures. The tree is 3.7cm, 6.5cm, 10.4cm and 14.4cm in height, respectively.
Printing resolution is a common issue in major printing technologies, namely Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) and Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM). In terms of printability, the fine details need to conform to the 3D printer resolution. Furthermore, detail level and geometric complexity directly relate to printing performance. Due to their complexity and detail, trees are especially prone to large printing times which may even reach up to several days (in the case of FDM printers). Our method performs abstraction of tree details to improve printability performance while preserving their visual appearance.
To compute a self-sustainable tree structure, we use beam-FEM analysis which allows efficient approximation and minimization of the load and stress factors at tree branches. We define a set of tree modifications consisting of branch thickening and tilting and search for a minimal set of modification which yields a structurally sound tree.
To preserve the visual appearance of the tree, we compute a visibility map on the tree volume and weigh all tree modification operations by their visibility factor. Finally, we formulate the 3D tree printing optimization as a balanced operation between physical strength, geometric detail and allometric rules.
Since local tree modifications may have a non-local effect due to the intricate tree structure, we cast the problem as a global stress-relief optimization that also accounts for allometric rules and visual appearance. Thus, our technique takes a holistic approach, combining structural soundness with visual appearance and allometry considerations.
Related work
In the following, we discuss 3D manufacturing works that share common grounds with our 3D tree printing. Thus we focus on manufacturing techniques related to complex structures, fine geometric detail and physical analysis for structural soundness.
Fine features fabrication.
In materials science and engineering, fabrication of fine features like micropillars has been investigated for years [PK14] . Printing features like fibers and hair with general 3D printers remains a challenge which is just at the beginning of being explored [3DP14] .
Holroyd et al. [HBLM11] convert a 3D shape into a multi-layer model, which can be efficiently fabricated using high resolution stacks of glass or acrylic semi-transparent tiles.
Echevarria et al. [EBGB14] print 3D hair as a closed-manifold surface, yet containing structural and color elements captured from realistic hair-styles. Their method synthesizes high frequency information from multi-view stereo onto a manifold surface in 3D which approximates hair detail. Chai Trees do not have regular patterns that are found in hair and fiber, therefore their visual characteristics must be preserved during manipulation. Trees also follow allometric rules which must be considered during processing.
Physical optimization for 3D printing.
Physical tests have become commonplace in the 3D model fabrication process. Given the shape of an object and its material properties, structural analysis aims to determine the effects of loads, forces and stability on the model. Finite element method (FEM) has been used in the context of structural analysis of 3D shapes [ZPZ13, LSZ * 14, DLL * 15]. It has to be noted, however, that FEMs are defined on the model's volume and thus they may be computationally expensive.
To reduce FEM complexity, structural analysis may be performed on the model's medial axis [SVB * 12], or its cross sections [US13] .
In the context of tree simulation, branches are normally modeled as rigid rods connected with angular springs [HBM03, Web08]. One-dimensional linear Euler-Bernoulli beams [HKW09,HCH12], or nonlinear Kirchhoff rods [BWR * 08, Ber09, AX15] have been used to model flexible branches. Zhao et al. [ZB13] propose an accurate simulation using a 3D FEM model which discretizes tree models into voxels. They decompose the plant into branches, twigs and leaves, and build a hierarchical representation to reduce computational costs. The method is not fully automatic, since user interactions are required when loading the tree model to avoid loops during simulation.
There has been some work dealing with the inverse statics of thin features, using models of elastic rods [DJBDT10] or mass-spring models [TKA11] . These techniques mainly target the computation of counter-balancing effects such as elasticity and gravity for thin features in animations or simulations. Chen et al. [CZXZ14] propose a method to compute the rest shape of elastic objects in (a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 2 : Given an input tree model (a) we analyze it in terms of its visibility and structural strength (b). We modify it by thickening and tilting its branches (c) while accounting for visual appearance, to generate a physically sound 3D printable tree (d). Colors in (b) and (c) denote stress values.
the context of 3D fabrication. This allows estimating the rest pose of a plant given a desired target shape and gravity constraints. Nevertheless, their method focuses on general elastic volumetric objects, which is not applicable to thin tree structures that may be highly intricate and large. To the best of our knowledge, there is no method which addresses 3D printability of full tree models with branches and leaves.
Since trees consist of thin and complex branching structures, we take a similar approach to [CZXZ14] and use a beam element approximation to efficiently analyze the tree's load, stress and stability.
Printing direction and model orientation may also affect the 3D printing process by determining the cost of support materials [EME15] , the structural strength [US13] and even the appearance quality [ZLP * 15]. Nevertheless, due to structural complexity and anisotropic characteristics, computing an optimal orientation in trees seems infeasible.
Stava et al. [SVB * 12] propose hollowing, local thickening and strut adding as operations to relieve stress. Similarly, the model's interior is re-modeled to optimize its strength-to-weight ratio by inserting truss scaffoldings [WWY * 13] or using hollow honeycomblike cells [LSZ * 14]. While thickening of branches may assist in improving physical stability and stress relief, hollowing cannot be adapted to trees due to their thin structures and large surface-tovolume ratio. Similarly, struts are essentially exterior structures which may largely affect the overall visual appearance of trees and therefore are less suitable.
In our work we optimize the tree's physical stability and sustainability by thickening and re-orientating its branches in better poses. The optimization scheme minimizes the set of tree modifications while also accounting for allometric rules. Therefore, the generated tree is physically sound, conforming to realistic tree dimensions and visually similar to the original tree.
Overview
In our system, trees are represented using a mixed geometric and parametric form. Their branch topology and geometry are modeled using a skeletal structure while their foliage is defined utilizing procedural methods. To generate printable 3D tree models that are compatible with physical world constrains and printer specifications, we define a tree optimization method.
3D printability requires that fine geometric elements such as twigs and leaves conform to the printing resolution. To resolve this, we scale fine tree elements and reduce their detail through an abstraction process. Nevertheless, modifying the leaves and twigs requires readjusting the whole tree proportions to match allometry rules.
To guarantee the physical validity of the 3D printed trees, we perform a structural analysis and test the tree for self-sustainability ( Figure 2 ). This is done by computing a weakness map which indicates the physical stress along the tree branches. To efficiently compute stress, we approximate the complex branching structure using beam elements and approximate stress values using a finite element analysis of these beams (FEM beams). Leaves and twigs are approximated in our simulation using virtual points with a given mass.
To generate self-sustainable trees, we examine the weakness map and reinforce branches that experience stress loads beyond a stress limit (as defined by the material). Our strengthening operator consists of branch thickening and tilting (i.e. locally rotating the branch). To minimize the visual changes in the tree appearance, we cast the above tree modifications as a constrained global minimization problem. Thus, we search for a set of branch modification operations that generate a physically valid tree while preserving its appearance.
To account for the tree appearance, we compute a visibility map of the tree and weigh each branch modification by its visibility factor in the optimization computation. After each iteration we adjust the branches, the visibility map is updated. To compute the visibility map, we sample the 3D space around the tree (within its bounding box volume) and for each voxel we compute its ambient occlusion. Thus, if a branch is scarcely visible from only few directions, its visibility weight is small allowing relatively large changes in the optimization process. Similarly, large weights are given to highly visible branches which restrict their changes. 
Technical Details
As mentioned above, our input consists of a 3D tree model defined by a skeletal graph which models its branching structure and procedural methods which are used for modelling twigs and leaves.
Visibility map
Our tree modeling algorithm is appearance aware, thus we aim to preserve the tree's visual appearance. We initially compute a visibility map based on the idea of occlusion ambience [Lan02] which defines the visibility of all tree parts. For the tree-like complex shapes, visibility computing is usually performed in a very approximated manner [HPAD06] . However, since we need the visibility value for each branch to control the adjustment range, we discretize the tree space into voxels to obtain a more accurate visibility map.
Tree voxelization is computed by intersecting the volume grid with the tree geometry. We used a voxelization resolution of 100 3 which was sufficient for all our experiments. For each tree voxel x, we compute its visibility V(x) as the ratio of viewpoints seeing x:
Here, {v k } n k=1 refer to the set of viewpoints that uniformly sample the hemisphere around the tree, and V (x, v) is the boolean visibility at x :
where isVisible(x, v) returns true if v sees x and false otherwise. Visibility of a branch is computed as the average visibility of all its corresponding voxels.
Non-printable fine details reduction
In many cases trees consist of a vast number of leaves and twigs (i.e. tiny branches) which are complex and often below a printable size. We follow Cook et al.
[CHPR07] who showed that trees and grass can be well approximated by showing a smaller number of enlarged leaves and grass blades. Similarly to them, we reduce the density of leaves and twigs to relieve their complexity and conform to printability requirements. We define N and N as the original and reduced number of leaves, respectively; where N = l · N and l ∈ (0..1] denotes the level of detail factor. l is determined by computing the ratio between the target printing size and the full tree size. We define the full tree size as the tree size with maximal printing volume. Note that this size can be further changed by the user if requested.
Once N is defined, we downsample the leaves using a weighted k-means clustering algorithm [HNRL05] , where the weight of each leaf is set according to its visibility value in the visibility map. Thus, invisible leaves are removed with higher priority than visible ones. Finally, the remaining leaves are tested if they remain within the printability range and scaled to meet the minimal printing size if required. We also test twigs if their size is within the printability range. Since twigs are much less significant for the tree appearance than leaves, we simply remove twigs which are too small (Figure 3) .
Leaf printability
Leaves are typically modeled as surface patches without any volume. This is not compatible with 3D printing requirements.
Thus, we convert leaf patches into volumes by extruding the patch geometry in normal direction using a thickness related to the printing resolution. In our experiments, the extrusion thickness is defined as the minimal printing size.
Leaves have a vast amount of fine details describing the leaf anatomy such as margins, veins, etc. Any attempt to represent leaves with highest resolution would prove futile as leaf arrangements are typically intricate and of poor visibility. Additionally, such a printing scenario would require a tremendous amount of time and thus would be impractical.
Instead, we reduce the level of detail (LOD) in leaves in a gradual manner. For each tree species we build a library of leaves at different resolutions including a variety of simple and compound leaves (Figure 3(b,d) ). For creating leaves at different levels of detail in a gradual manner, we compute a linear interpolation between the original leaf and its convex hull (computed on top of the leaf simplicial complex), while progressively reducing details and also decimating the mesh to reduce its complexity.
Similar to the tree LOD, the leaf LOD is determined by the LOD factor l. Thus, we define by M as the full leaf (printed at maximal volume) and
as the simplified leaf. Here l interpolates between the full leaf M and its convex hull CH(M) (see Figure 4 ). 
Allometry theory
Downsampling as well as upscaling leaves and twigs requires propagating these modifications to the whole tree in order to conform with its natural appearance. Tree allometry establishes quantitative relations between some key characteristic dimensions of trees in nature. It was introduced as early as the 15th century by Leonardo da Vinci's observation that the sum of branch cross sections at every level equals the cross section of their parent branch [dV70] .
Recently, experiments have shown that this relationship holds for vertically oriented branches, while in horizontal cases slight deviations may occur [MT14] . We model the relations between branch radii as follows:
where rp is the radius of the parent branch, r ci are the radii of the child branches and k ∈ [2..3]. k controls the branch decrease rate, i.e. by using a large k we reduce tree deformation at lower levels and trunk, if smaller branches are changed.
To determine k, we initially upscale all leaves to the given printability threshold and solve Eq. (1), in order to maintain the original trunk size:
where r M denotes the radius of the main trunk, r 0 is the radius assigned to the highest level twigs and N is the total number of twigs. E.g., for k = kmax , the trunk thickness remains unchanged. Doing so, we are able to enlarge small details while keeping the visible overall structure of the tree as stable as possible.
FEM-beams analysis
To guarantee that the printed tree is physically sound in terms of self-sustainability and resistance to exterior forces, structural analysis and optimization are necessary ( Figure 5 ). Critical regions with regards to stress and strain typically occur along the tree branches. This allows us to employ an efficient finite element method based on one-dimensional beams (FEM-beams).
We assume single uniform isotropic materials and Hooke's linear elastic model in our FEM, and use a beam with constant cross section as the basic computational element. Thus, a curved branch with varying thickness is approximated by several beam elements with different cross sections. In practice, we discretize the whole tree branching structure into a set of 1D beam elements with individual cross sections ( Figure 6 ). In comparison with volumetric FEM, beam elements allow us to drastically reduce computation time while providing a natural and precise enough approximation of the tree-branching geometry and topology. In addition, we use a reduced representation for leaves which are approximated using simple mass points. Their weight is applied on the branches as an additional load at the position of the leaves. Thus, for each leaf we compute its weight from its volume and material density and assign it to a beam element corresponding to the connection point in the branch. In Figure 6 , we show the stress map when assigning different scales of the leaves.
We use the beam analysis module in OOFEM [Pat12] to compute end-forces and moments for each element in the tree skeleton. Thus, we compute the (Cauchy) stress tensor [Ger03] within each beam element described in matrix form as:
To compute self-sustainability, we compute the von-Mises stress scalar from the stress tensor and use it as a weakness measure for the tree branches. The von-Mises stress value is utilized in material science to define the material yielding point, i.e. the critical load when a material starts to have a plastic, permanent deformation. We compute von-Mises stress using the principal normal stresses from the stress matrix. Thus, the von Mises stress σv is calculated as
where σ 1 , σ 2 and σ 3 are eigenvalues of the stress matrix σ. Here we assume that past the yielding point the tree branch material will break.
Next, we compute the von-Mises stress for all beams, summarizing the values in a global weakness map. We consider a tree model to be physically sound if for a given load factor the weakness map (von-Mises stress) for all beam elements is below the yielding point of the given material.
Global optimization
To guarantee structural soundness, i.e. to relieve high stress branches w.r.t. their yielding point, we consider two edit operations: branch thickening (denoted γ) and tilting (denoted τ). Thus, given a set of branches with stress values above the yielding point, we initially compute their necessary thickening and tilting deformations to locally relieve the stress.
The thickening operator is simply a scalar value which scales the branch in proportion to the local stress load. Intuitively, branch thickening enhances the local strength, while increasing the weight load in ancestor branches.
To compute tilting (red arrows in illustration) we utilize the stress related displacement d i (black arrows in illustration). The stress related displacement is defined as the displacement vector of an attachment point due to applying a force there. If the angle between the branch b i and its displacement ∠(d i , b i ) is below π 2 , the tilting direction is −d i , otherwise it is d i , as illustrated in the right figure.
Branch tilting involves locally rotating the branch to relieve its stress (e.g., in the case of gravity, the tilting direction is typically vertical). In comparison to thickening, tilting has no significant effect on the tree load, however it has a larger impact on its visual appearance. In practice, both operators cooperatively govern the enhancement of the tree's structural strength. In Figure 7 , we compare between thickening and tilting. The relations between branch deformations and their strength are highly non-linear and intricate. This justifies the need for a complex optimization scheme (Figure 8 ). To solve our problem, we devise an efficient local optimization of two parameters: γ and τ coupled with an interleaving gradient descent optimization scheme. Thus, tilting and thickening can be regarded as the gradient descent directions for relieving the stress. Figure 8 : Visualization of the functional space for the constrained minimization of the Acer tree. The overall stress load is given as a function of branch thickening (γ) and orientation tilting (τ). Optimization searches for the smallest deformation with overall stress below a given yielding point.
Let D S (γ, τ) denote the deformation of the whole tree S with parameters γ, τ. Then D S (γ, τ) sums tilting and thickening deformation magnitude (angle percent/thickening percent respectively) of all branches in the tree. Given a set of forces F applied to S, our goal is to find a set of thickening and tilting operations γ, τ which relieve stress in all branches below yielding point (Figure 9 ). We formulate this as a global constrained optimization which minimizes the deformation D S (γ, τ):
where SM(D S , F) is the stress map computed by applying the forces F on the deformed tree model D S . F includes internal and external forces acting on the branches and χ is the yielding point of a specific material (by default we use χ = 2.6e 7 N/m 2 for ABS plastic, and χ = 4.8e 7 N/m 2 for Nylon).
To solve the optimization we alternate between thickening and tilting steps in an interleaving manner, until we converge to a minimum. For both operations, we follow a stochastic gradient descent procedure to minimize the tree deformation. Thus, in each of the thickening and tilting steps, we search for a minimal set of branch deformations that increase the strength of tree structure. Figure 7 demonstrates that local stress as a function of thickening and tilting is a monotonous function. This lends itself to defining a global optimization process with nice convergence properties.
To this end, we follow the observation that tree branch deformations may be defined as independent of their ancestors w.r.t. local stress. Typically, thickening a branch will not have affect on its children branches in upper levels of the tree. Nevertheless, tilting a branch affects its children due to the change in their orientation. We restore children orientations simply by tilting the first children connected to that branch to their original orientations. This ofcourse will restore all children to the leaves back to their original orientation. Hence, a top-down traversal of the tree is safe (a) (b) Figure 9 : Branch thickening and tilting for stress relief. We simulate an external force of 1N yielding a set of weak branches (a). Through optimized thickening and tilting modifications, we resolve physical stability (b).
in terms of convergence as only low ancestors should be updated on top level local deformations.
Since our goal is to preserve the visual appearance of the tree, branch deformations are weighted inversely proportional to their visibility values. Thus, deformations of least visible branches are preferable in our stochastic gradient descent optimization. Specifically, for a set of branch thickening {. . . , γ i , . . .} and tilting {. . . , τ i , . . .}) steps, we multiply the step sizes by the inverse of the visibility value (weights are normalized between [0..1]). Thus, deformations are primarily sorted by their tree level to account for top-down traversal. At each level, deformations are sorted secondarily by their visibility weights and applied accordingly. Therefore, our optimization preserves the visual appearance as much as possible.
Results
We have processed 3D trees of various species and optimized them for different printability requirements and performance. The selected tree models have a large variability in their foliage density, structural complexity and overall appearance. For evaluation purposes, we also did a couple of real-world tests, in which we measured physical properties such as weight and sustained stress for a 3D printed tree and checked them against our computed values.
Optimization. Figure 1 shows an optimized Acer (maple) tree which was printed at four different resolutions. For each resolution, our appearance aware structural optimization was able to modify the tree to guarantee its physical stability. The optimization maintains a large degree of visual similarity of the printed tree with the original model even at the coarsest representation.
The proposed method searches for a set of branch modifications that retain the tree's strength while preserving its visual appearance. In Figure 8 , we visualize the highly non-linear space of this problem, by expressing stress as a function of thickening and tilting operators. Although each branch is governed by an independent set of modifiers, in this plot we use a uniform set for visualization purposes. Nevertheless, a minima can be found that will reduce stress significantly. In Figure 10 we show a comparison between optimized and non-optimized printed tree.
(a) (b) Figure 10 : Optimized vs. non-optimized. In (a) is the optimized 3D printed maple tree vs. its non-optimized version in (b). In the nonoptimized tree the bottom branch broke.
We have tested our algorithm on a PC with a 4.01GHZ Core CPU, 16.0GB RAM, running Windows 10. We count one thickening or tilting of all the weak branches with the same order as one iteration. After each iteration, we have to update the FEM result accordingly. Our optimization runs on average 3-5 iterations for a single weak branch. Total number of iterations depends on the number of topological orders that incorporate weak branches.
The main bottleneck for optimization is the tree traversal and stress map computation after each tree modification step. Since the branch topology does not change during the mechanical optimization, the FEM analysis requires simply to re-evaluate the physical simulation. Thus, running FEM on a tree structure with approx. 1000 branches takes 1 sec. on average.
The total time for the optimization process stayed below 3 minutes on all experiments and on average it needed 1 minute. Our main parameters are the basic step sizes for thickening and tilting. For each iteration, the original thickness is increased by 0.01 times and for tilting we rotate about 1 degree.
In our experiments, the minimal printing size is 0.2mm for FDM printers and 0.1mm for SLS printers, so the radius for the smallest twigs is set to 0.2mm and 0.1mm for FDM and SLS printers respectively. Figure 11 shows a 3D tree that we printed with two different kinds of printers.
Physical test. To evaluate the printability and stability of our optimized trees, we print our models using two kinds of 3D printers: an SLS-based and FDM-based with a soluble support material. For SLS printers, no supports are necessary since the printout product lies in a bed of powder. In both cases, we use homogeneous materials for the whole trees: Nylon and ABS plastic.
During the FDM printing process a large amount of support material is needed that is hard to be removed without damaging the shape. To alleviate this problem, we use an industrial FORTUS 360mc Stratasys printer with soluble support material. For SLSbased printing, we use an EOS P396 3D printer that produces good results since no support is needed.
To evaluate our technique, we have run experiments that applied various forces to 3D tree models and run our optimization to modify the tree in order to sustain the forces. To physically validate the correctness of our method, we tested the 3D printed tree physically, using a push meter. Figures 9, 12 demonstrate such tests where an external force of 1N was applied locally to a branch.
Thus, we measure the load displacement curve (stress factor) both in our simulations and on the 3D printed physical shape. Note that the linear relationships between the displacement and certain load value match the simulation result, as shown in Figure 13 .
Evaluation. To demonstrate that tree simplification and structural optimization are appearance-aware operations, we show in Figure 14 the visual quality and realism of our printed trees by coloring them and showing them side by side with the original Figure 13 : FEM simulation vs. ground truth. We compare between our simulation and the measured values on the digital push meter of the force and displacement values in three experiments. models. In Figure 15 we apply our trees to realistic architectural plans. Figure 16 shows a collection of optimized tree species, top-to-bottom rows depicting an Abies, Acer, Fraxinus and Carpinus. In the left column we show the original tree model followed by four columns depicting our 3D printed trees at four levels of detail (coarse-tofine).
Please note that there is a large difference in resolution, branching structure and foliage representation among the different levels of detail for each tree. Additional modifications to achieve physical stability may have further alter the tree models. Nevertheless, our method successfully preserved the visual appearance of trees as can be seen here. 
Discussion, limitations and future work
In this paper, we addressed the challenging problem of 3D printing tree models. A novel optimization algorithm has been proposed to search for a minimal set of tree modifications which relieve the stress at branches while preserving the tree's visual appearance. We demonstrate and evaluate the printability and strength of different tree species which were optimized and printed at various resolutions.
Our algorithm jointly utilizes an efficient FEM stress analysis, a visibility map and a stochastic optimization for printing structurally sound 3D trees. A key advantage of our framework is the combination of physical and appearance criteria while transforming highly complex structures into printable ones. This turns the question of model printability into a holistic and comprehensive task.
Limitations and Future Work. There are several remaining challenges that emerge from our work. Our stress computation is only an approximation of the actual stress. Most importantly, we did not simulate the full physical phenomena due to the computational complexity it would impose. For example we did not consider the foliage shape and arrangement of leaves in our stress computation. Furthermore, our optimization technique does not guarantee a global minima since it applies a local gradient descent. Defining stress as a function of our tree modification parameters in a closed form would yield a global optimal solution. Nevertheless, the efficient approximation of stress in such complex structures still remains an open problem.
A natural extension for our approach is to consider multimaterial printability, thus designing a more accurate printable tree with different materials applied in the fabrication of branches and leaves. This problem is challenging as it involves understanding multi-material interaction and their complex stress behavior. In the same path, designing coloring mechanisms as part of the printing process or in a post processing step seems an immediate goal for such complex structures. and Young Scholars Program of Shandong University (YSPSDU). Sharf's work was partially supported by his ISF, ISF-NSFC and GIF grants. Deussen's work was partially supported by National Foreign 1000 Talent Plan (WQ201344000169) and Leading Talents of Guangdong Program (00201509).
